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God envisaged realizing big dreams through human beings. Adam and Eve, who could have become the 

first good ancestors, failed to fulfill their responsibilities. 

 

We should see their responsibilities, however, in the context of absolute unity with God based on absolute 

obedience. Adam and Eve, who were not able to follow this path, could not avoid the Fall when they 

began having self-centered thoughts. Hence, self-centeredness is not permissible to even you today. 

 

Only when you attain a stage at which you 

completely focus on and reach oneness of body, 

thought, and harmony with True Parents, can your 

path open to greater blessings. 

 

A kingdom existed between 800 BC and 400 BC, 

called the Han Kingdom. By the standard held 

within the satanic world, the people Heaven 

establish in providential history had to be the best. 

This was a righteous kingdom with great 

astronomical knowledge and was one that hated 

fights and wars. The Han Kingdom had the 

character of a chosen people. Heaven chose this Han Kingdom. Heaven distinguished this people and 

established them as a people chosen to lay the foundation for the only begotten daughter. 

 

Hence, when we look at Korean history, Goguryeo enjoyed a brilliant culture. After Goguryeo collapsed, 

the next dynasty, Goryeo, used the character "go" in "Goguryeo" to make its name. Once Goryeo 

collapsed, the emerging Lee Dynasty called the nation "Joseon." During their rule, Korea came under 

Japanese oppression before and after World War II. Liberation took place in 1945. I was born in 1943. 

With the liberation of the nation, they established the new name, Dae Han Minguk [Republic of Korea]. It 



 

 

is Hanguk [Korea]. Who made this name? Whoever it was, the name "Hanguk" was decided amidst 

Heaven's providence. About a hundred years ago, the Indian poet Tagore composed a beautiful poem on 

Korea. That was during the Japanese occupation. Then, it was Korea, Hanguk. "And that lamp is waiting 

to be lighted once again, for the illumination of the East." What does light symbolize? It is the "truth" that 

will brighten the darkness -- the true teachings. That is why True Parents' status will occur only once. 

They will be unprecedented, the only ones -- the present True Parents are the only ones. 

 

You also have the responsibility to understand one 

more point: Heaven made preparations to ensure 

that when he sends his only begotten son and 

daughter, the global providence could develop on 

a national foundation. When liberation took place, 

this country was divided between the democratic 

and communist sides. Having found his only 

begotten daughter after six thousand years, Heaven 

could not leave her in a communist world. Hence, 

I moved to the South. Heaven made me go south, but instructed Father to move to the North. 

 

True Parents' mission is to be the True Parents to the 7.3 billion people. Hence, in this period Father had 

to fulfill his responsibility as the only begotten son. Don't you have the desire to live with True Parents 

while they are still on earth? Don't you want to sleep with True Parents, wake up, offer a bow to them, 

and then report how you are expanding Heavenly Parent's environment through various activities?... We 

are happy blessed families who have hope. Adam and Eve did not fulfill their responsibilities in the past, 

but I sincerely hope you all become blessed families, who fulfill your responsibilities in complete unity 

with True Parents. 

 

 

 


